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Executive Summary
On the 23rd and 24th of February 2022, the ENLETS ETP Final Conference was held online to
provide the Community with a comprehensive overview of the progress made throughout the
duration of ENLETS ETP.

Practical presentations were made by Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS, Technology
Interest Group Leaders as well as representatives of the European Commission. The participants
had an opportunity to learn at a glance about the next ENLETS 2.0 project, which starts in March
2022, plus the strategic objectives for 2022-2024. Moreover, the final conference was an opportunity
to raise awareness about Financial Investigations and Public Protection. The event also provided
general information about Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) and Drones, including the state of
play on Counter-UAS in Europe.

The event was designed for the ENLETS Community, European Law Enforcement Agencies, EU
institutions as well as for networks of practitioners and research organisations.

Reading through this report, you will see information relating to some of the key actions and
activities of the ENLETS community. If you have questions or would like to find out more details
about any of the specific actions, please get in touch.
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Day 1 – 23rd February 2022

AGENDA

MORNING SESSION – ETP background
10:00 – 10:15

Welcome and Opening session
 Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS
 Max Brandt, DG HOME, European Commission

10:15 – 10:50

ETP overview, summary and beyond
Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS

10:50 – 11:20

ENLETS Technology Interest Groups overview
 Natalie van de Waarsenburg, Internet Investigation TIG Leader
 Edwin Delwel, Mobile Solutions TIG Leader

11:20 – 11:30

Q&A session

11:30 – 11:45

Coffee break

11:45 – 12:15

ENLETS 2.0 and strategic objectives
Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS

12:15 – 12:30

ENLETS Messenger Service
Max Brandt, European Commission

12:30 – 12:45

Wrap up, closing the session
Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS

AFTERNOON SESSION – Financial Investigation
14:00 – 14:25

Financial Investigation fighting against Crime
 Jacko de Kort, Financial Investigation TIG Leader
 Rudy van Cruchten, ENFIN Project Leader

14:25 – 15:00

Cryptocurrency and current challenges
Jacko de Kort, Financial Investigation TIG Leader

11:30 – 11:45

Coffee break

15:10 – 15:45

New methodology for Financial Investigation
Sjoerd van Elferen

15:45 – 16:00

Wrap up, closing the session
Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS

Day 2 – 24th February 2022

AGENDA

PUBLIC PROTECTION SESSION
10:30 – 11:00

Welcome and Opening session
 Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS
 Lars Huybrechts, DG HOME, European Commission

11:00 – 11:45

Public Order TIG overview
Bartosz Kożuch, Public Order TIG Support

11:30 – 11:45

Coffee break

11:55 – 12:10

Counter-UAS TIG overview
Jarmo Puustinen, Counter-UAS TIG Leader

12:10 – 13:10

Counter-UAS Subgroup activities
 Alessandro Carini, Detection Subgroup Chairman
 Verónica Ortiz Leal, Neutralization Subgroup Chairman
 Dirk-Heinrich Bothe, Regulation Subgroup Chairman

13:10 – 13:30

Lunch break

13:30 – 14:00

Drone Forensics/INTERPOL perspective
Chris Church, Forensics Subgroup Chairman

14:00 – 14:45

An impression what the U-Space will mean for LEA’s
 Adrian Slowikowski, U-Space Subgroup Chairman
 Nicolas Eertmans – DG MOVE, European Commission

14:45 – 14:55

Q&A session (10’)

11:30 – 11:45

Coffee break

15:05 – 15:35

EU projects related to Public Protection
 QROC - Jacques van Wersch
 I-LEAD - Natalie van de Waarsenburg
 PROTECT - Patrick Padding

15:35 – 15:45

Q&A session

15:45 – 16:00

Wrap up, closing the conference
Patrick Padding, Core Group Leader of ENLETS

MORNING SESSION – ETP background

The ENLETS Network Presented by Patrick Padding
ENLETS connects 29 EU states;
providing an environment that
promotes
collaboration
and
stimulates knowledge transfer.
The network fosters relations
between various actors essential
for improving the safety and
security of Europe.

Building Bridges Between LEAs,
Industry & Policy

29

NCPs
including UK, Norway,
Switzerland Members

12

Core Group led by the Netherlands

5

Technology Interest Groups (2 New
TIGs Starting)

4

(Research) Projects

Start of ENLETS

French
Presidency

2022

18 - 22

16 - 18

13 -16

2012

2008

Timeline

New Course,
Mission and
Vision

EDBP
Programme

EST
Programme

ETP
Programme

ENLETS 2.0

Dutch
Leadership
& Core
Group

Council
Conclusion on
ENLETS

EU Policy
Papers are
integrating
ENLETS

i-LEAD
ProTect
LION DC
QROC

New Direct
Grant
Broadway

Direct Grant

Technology Interest Groups
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ENLETS Technology Project objectives

• Sustainability of the ENLETS network

A

• Raise awareness and the exchange on best practices

C

• Identify future and current needs for law enforcement technology

H
I

• Build communities of law enforcement experts

E

• Stimulate standardisation and procurement

V
• Encourage collaboration

E
• Establish a dedicated Secretariat

D

How it was done?
Technology Interest Groups
Active support for

(TIGs) established

National Contact Points
Thematic sessions and

Linkage pin between MS

Providing members with a secure

(hands-on) workshops

The ENELETS Secretariat established

Chat application

Newsletter / website in place
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NCP Support 2021
Tour through Europe
Video chats with the MS to
update them and to be aware of
priorities /needs Drones.

Policy
Representing the ENLETS members in
various forms and discussion such as
workshops, Presidencies, Practitioners
forum, CERIS, Advisory boards and more
Linking ping
ENLETS connected MS
on technology practices
on a daily basis

ENLETS application;
ENLETS secure messenger
CG Meetings
ENLETS
monthly Core
Group meetings

BEST
PRACTICES

Bi Monthly NCP
meetings
To support the NCPs
in various ways

RESEARCH

EU Lisa repository
COCommunication and
CREATION
Secure repository for the NCPs
dissemination
to access relevant information
Improved and professionalised
communication activities
Funding opportunities
developed by C&D team
ENLETS connected MS with
the various ISF and Horizon
Europe opportunities.

Parallel Activities

Is an initiative that allows practitioners to

Is an ENLETS CoreGroup initiative that

share their requirements for

Is an extension project drawn from and

aims to strengthen local authorities’

improvements based on the identifed

adopting the strengths and lessons of i-

capabilities in Public Protection to

needs of Front Line Policing,

LEAD, with a focal point on Joint Live

secure public places pre, in and after a

Cybercrime, Forensics, Crime &

Exercises.

terrorist threat.

The main objective is to improve all

Is a Procuring Innovation activity to

Inteligence and Cross Border Crime.

National Operational Centers (NOCs)

enable a pan-European broadband

capabilities in the EU members states

mobile system for PPDR, validated by

through knowledge-sharing and

sustainable test and evaluation

innovative technologies.

capabilities.
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ENLETS ETP: exploitation of results
Drones; security by design police drone proposal
Description of a standardised Police robotic squad
Uptake of the Commission’s Vulnerability Assessment (ProTect)
Proposal and description for Public Protection; Continuous
security assessment
Uptake of the i-Lead outcomes; establishment Public Order TIG
Policy briefings
Solution for improved cross border communication (ENLETS
Messenger)
Partnership agreements e.g. EARTO and SMEs
Special meetings industry e.g. car manufactures ACEA
Invited to many EU proposals as representatives of practitioners
Successful; Cyclopes a H2020 5 years project on cybercrime

ENLETS ETP: implementation of the Secretariat
NPN replaced by Polish Platform

Communication and dissemination team

for Homeland Security
repository

TIG Leader support

secure

EU-

Lisa server, accessible
for NCPs
Permanent support Core Group
Leader, Core Group and NCP

Management ENLETS Messenger
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ENLETS ETP: website as a hub of information
www.enlets.eu

News

Events

Projects

ENLETS ETP: 7 Technology Interest Groups

Automotive | Financial Investigation | Internet Investigations |
Mobile Solutions | Counter-UASs | Public Order | Procurement
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Mobile Solutions
Focus for 2021:
Taking Mobile to the Strategic Domain
• Mobile can provide value in many areas, a mobile-first atitiude can bring huge value and
rewards
Engaging Industry & Academia

• Gaining insights into the vision of Industry and Academia can support alignment and
help us to prepare for future change. ** Important to regulate their involvement.
The group will be specific with requirements and expectations to avoid 'pitching'.
Regular Monthly Engagement
• A higher number of meetings to support communication, knowledge transfer and best
practices. Shorter online session running more often will support the physical meetings
(post-COVID)
Reviewing Latest Trends
• Assessing how AI, Automation, Orchestration, etc. Can aid Mobile Solutions enbiling
increased interoperabiblity and data transfer maximise value and user experience.

For ENLETS 2.0, Mobile Solutions will change to ‘Digital Workplace’ reflecting the
changing landscape of modern policing and the need for a seamless digital working
environment. Read more here.
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Beyond ETP: ENLETS 2.0 new funding
The European Commission granted ENLETS new
funding to support the network’s activities, including
the support of H2020 project Broadway, a Procuring
Innovation activity to enable a pan-European
broadband mobile system for Public Protection and
Disaster Relief (PPDR,) - validated by sustainable
test and evaluation capabilities. ENLETS has a

dedicated work package to support this action, and
will assist by facilitating cooperation and establishing
links with relevant actors in the domain.

The ENLETS 2.0 program is built upon the earlier EU funded programs that gave ENLETS a firm
position in the EU to share best practices, activate co-creation and activate research. The network
became a flexible platform for law enforcement to discuss technology challenges in front line
policing, serious organised crime as well as the protection of public spaces.

Establishing the ENLETS Messenger Service
The ENLETS Technology Programme ETP officially ends, and the new action named ‘ENLETS
2.0’ starts with some changes. The European Network of Law Enforcement Technology Services
(ENLETS) launches ENLETS Messenger Service, a version of the German-based Stashcat
Application, supported by the European Commission DG HOME, that connects 1.3+ million users

through an easy and secure communication channel. The application provides encrypted
messaging, and PPHS, the Secretariat for ENLETS, administer the spaces dedicated to ENLETS.
The introduction of the ENLETS Messenger Service symbolises the direction of the network, which
is working hard to connect practitioners and relevant actors through dialogue, networking and the
sharing of relevant results. Although this community will take time to build, the platform provides
solid and stable foundations to support the future vision of the network.
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ENLETS Messenger Service Properties

Application from the i-Lead project for knowledge transfer
For use on laptop, desktop, ipad, smartphone
Text, photos, video, pdf, GPS location and phone calls
Secure and encrypted
Channels for specific interest (groups / TIG)
Send to “all”, peer to peer chat
Supported by the European Commission DG HOME
Android and iPhone
Scrutiny via secretariat

ENLETS 2.0 and strategic objectives
ENLETS Mission and Strategy
To support the sharing of best practices, activating co-creation as well as stimulating research for

Frontline Policing, the fight against Serious and Organised Crime, and Public Protection.
This shall be achieved by giving access to funding, knowledge, innovation and talent.
“Imagineering” the possible and potential use of technology is a key aspect, along with gathering
user requirements, scanning and raising awareness of new technology and best practices,
benchmarking and giving advice. ENLETS is active in joint initiatives, sharing information and
networking between law enforcement agencies, industry and academic research. It is a point of
contact to access European law enforcement technical organisations.
ENLETS ETP Final Conference Summary Report
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In order to achieve the vision and mission; ENLETS provides its Member States with opportunities
for users, technology experts in law enforcement, research centers and industry to meet each
other and jointly access the European domain.

ENLETS Stakeholders & Partners
Stakeholders
ENLETS categorised and prioritised the following stakeholders;

The European Commission, Trio Presidency,
EU Member states

EMPACT community, LEWP-Lea networks, H2020
Network of Practitioners, and EU not for profit
associations (e.g. EACTDA, ECTEC)

Stakeholders
Europol, EU-Lisa, Frontex, CEPOL, Interpol
European and National research and innovation
institutes as well as small medium enterprises

EU Commission assignment
The EU Commission assigned ENLETS the following tasks for 2022-2024:
“Activities that can be funded include building awareness and disseminating knowledge on
opportunities and challenges from emerging technologies, exchanging best practices and
developing expertise for Member States. In addition, the network should in cooperation with DG
HOME, develop synergies with other law enforcement networks, notably on C-UAS, and support

the transition period of the H2020 Broadway project into the pan-EU communication for security
system BroadNet, by acting as secretariat and facilitating its deployment in close cooperation with
the Broadway consortium develop Technology Interest Groups related to the priorities notably
defined in the EU CT agenda”.
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The Commission’s assignment was integrated in the ENLETS 2.0 project which starts from the 1st
of March 2022 with a duration of 24 months.
Partners

The following partners have been identified based on their long-standing support for the network
and specific knowledge:
o Polish Platform for Homeland Security (PPHS), the representative of the Polish Police and
acting secretariat for overall support.
o IANUS ltd; IANUS is a small medium enterprise that supported ENLETS in various submissions
of projects and is subcontractor in the ENLETS 2.0 project,
o Aeorum: The co-creator with a Spanish ICT small medium enterprise delivered ENLETS a
unique platform for autonomous flying drones as well as a cyber secure system for C-UAS
testing.

ENLETS Vision on Procurement and the Uptake of Innovation
The ENLETS Procurement group was established under the EDBP project and defined various
opportunities for joint procurement. In practice law enforcement will benefit from the exchange of
the planned and forthcoming procurement activities between members states to identify the most

appropriate technology and equipment to procure.
Other instruments such as Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP) and Public Procurement of
innovation (PPI) are rarely used by law enforcement, although have potential.
ENLETS members, supported by small medium enterprises submitted various bids for a fast Track
of Innovation to build e.g. a standardised drone for security purposes, but these bids have not
been recognised by EASME.
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ENLETS short, mid and long term objectives 2022-2026
Short-term objectives (2022-2023)
o Maintaining and strengthening the network including UK, Switzerland and Norway;
o execution of the ENLETS 2.0 project and to maintain a platform for funding opportunities for
MS;

o launch the secure ENLETS Messenger to connect members and stakeholders;
o to set up new working arrangements with the latest Trio Presidency, Europol, EU Lisa, and
CEPOL to avoid overlap and to find synergies in the relevant areas;
o to create partnerships with non-law enforcement bodies for joint undertaking;
o identify and agree on relevant support for the EMPACT community;
o identify synergies and set up working arrangements with INTERPOL;
o initiate and support MS in new ISF and Horizon Europe funding opportunities;
o exploring opportunities to become a meeting place for relevant (closed and open) EU projects;

o give access to MS to existing and new technology (market/ research scan);
o to set up the ENLETS Catalogue, describing the activities to set up working agreements.

Mid-term objectives (2022-2024)
o Support to prioritised actions of the EU Commission and MS;
o support the EMPACT community;
o updated EU repository for project findings, technology and knowledge;

o support for more EU aligned procure actions for MS;
o portfolio project management: Connecting, leading and support MS in new EU funding
opportunities.
Long-term objectives (2024-2026)
o wider engagement / outside EU;
o established and formalised hub for industry and research.
The aforementioned objectives will be executed in accordance with the ENLETS Guidelines
(agreed 2018) in which the mission, structure and responsibilities are described.
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AFTERNOON SESSION – Financial Investigation

Financial Investigation fighting against Crime
Financial Investigation TIG tasks
Identifying current best practices
in financial investigations
(presentations use cases).

Exchanging
experiences with
potential partners on
legal access to
evidence and a
transparent method to
seize and process
potential digital data

Identifying future practices,
which need further research
(e.g. knowledge about the
digital currency Monero or
NFT, multi party computing).

T.I.G
Financial
Investigation

BEST
PRACTICES

Identifying means and
methods of money flows
that are used for criminal
activities and / or have
disruptive effect on
society.

RESEARCH

COCREATION

Identifying the need for next practices, a
potential for co-creation of methods, new
agreements and tools (e.g. Trade Based
Money Laundering, NFT, ).

Creation of documentation to
support operational process
(e.g.training catalogue, guideline
for investigating new trends).

Financial Investigation TIG priorities
Data access (Multi party computation)
Multi disciplinairy cooperation (ENFIN)

Financial law
enforcement
authorities

Police

OSINT
Cryptocurrency / Assets ( NFT)

Bank
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Potential goals of Cryptocurrencies Subgroup
o Creating a „best practices” document which would include sections dedicated to:
o Training and verview of what different organisations are offering;
o Tools. Technologies and apps used to trace cryptocurrencies;
o Bringing a case to a court and legal aspects of preparing court-proof evidence.
o Creating a trining schedule;
o Tracing of MONERO;
o NFTs as a new trend;
o Wrap-up document gathering the most important information from the topics presented on
subgriup meetings as well as tips and best practices.

Co-creation ENFIN
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Cryptocurrency and current challenges
Blockchange is an unbreakable change of blocks that contain data. All transactions and therefore
blocks that are created and linked together as a chain.
Information contained in blocks:
o Information about the sender
o Receiver
o E.g. number of coins to be transferred.
Blockchain and cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrencies are stored in different
types of wallets. It is important that the
investigators

can

recognise

different

wallets. Otherwise they may miss the
crypto transactions.
ENFIN created a Cryptocurrency Checklist
with tips and steps to undertake in crypto
investigations.
NFTs – current challenge in financial investigations.
NTF – Non Fungible Token → unique, there’s only one copy. NFTs are cryptographically signed title
deeds stored on a blockchain. NFT Tokens represent, a digital item. It could be art, audio, video,
and other forms of creative work. When NFT Tokens become collectables they have a huge value.
The proof of ownership of NFT is stored in a blockchain, and after sale is transferred in that
blockchain in the name of the buyer. They are stored on PC/Cloud (not on block).
NFTS and risks for Financial Investigations:

o No KYC or AML on marketplaces
o Not regulated
o Easy to make and set up money laundry
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PUBLIC PROTECTION SESSION

Protection of public spaces
EU framework / DG Home/ Counter-Terrorism Unit
Terrorist threat picture – key findings:
o The most frequent type of jihadism-inspired attacks in the EU, CH and the UK was assaults
in public spaces targeting civilians.
o Lone actor attacks are predominant with attackers/home-grown terrorists inspired by
international terrorist organisations or terrorist content online without any or only marginal links to
other terrorist organisations.
o Perpetrators mainly use “low cost, low tech” modi operandi: unsophisticated weapons, bladed
or stabbing weapons or small firearms.
o Capability of DAESH and AQ terrorist groups to direct attacks has diminished.
o Online radicalization and jihadist propaganda: an increasing threat.
Terrorist threat in the near future:
o The increasing release from prison of a significant number of individuals convicted of terrorism
or terrorism related offences, and the release of other radicalised inmates will continue to
contribute to the terrorist threat
o The returned FTFs and their family members + situation in the camps and the detention centres
in Northern Syria could pose significant challenges
o Last year’s developments in Afghanistan are also an EU concern and may have an impact on
European internal security
o Activities from violent extremism are on the rise
o The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and its impact should be closely monitored
o Emerging threats: CBRN, misuse of drones and new technologies
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2017 Action Plan to support the Protection of Public Spaces
The Action Plan aimed at supporting Member States through:

1) fostering the exchange of best practice
2) establishing and facilitating networks and providing guidance material
3) involving stakeholders, including local actors and the private sector
4) dedicated funding
Accompanied by the 2019 COM Staff Working document on good practices to support the
protection of public spaces through:
1) Assessment and planning

2) Awareness and training
3) Physical protection
4) Cooperation

EU Security Union Strategy 2020-2025
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EU Counter-Terrorism Agenda

A large toolbox to support Member States
o EU Forum on the Protection of Public Spaces for the exchange of best practice, lessons learnt,
and networking between Member States and with private operators, and improving private-public
cooperation
o EU guidance, research work and tools (COM Joint Research Centre) to provide technical
guidance for Member States, local authorities and private operators and the EU Quick Guide on
places of worship
o EU Protective Security Advisors programme: a pool of EU trained experts to advise on
vulnerabilities of public spaces
o Dedicated funding: EU funded projects (ISF-P, research), law enforcement networks, studies

Ongoing actions for the protection of public spaces
o To promote Security by design solutions: an architectural book on security by design (Q1 2022).
o To propose an EU Pledge on Urban Security and Resilience to be a one-stop-shop for cities
in their fight against radicalization and terrorism.
o To support MS’ efforts to enhance the physical protection of places of worship.
o To continue to dedicate funding under the new Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027.
ISF-P PROTECT call launched in February 2022 (14.5 million euro).
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The role of new technologies for the protection of public spaces
o Protect public spaces from the threat of drones:
o The European Programme for counter-UAS systems testing, supported by the EU-funded
Courageous project that aims to ensure a better common understanding of counter-UAS
technologies throughout Europe (UAS threat scenarios, performance requirements,
standardized C-UAS testing methodology..)

o Forthcoming EU handbooks (Q2 2022):
o A (strategic) guide for securing urban areas from non-cooperative drones.
o 2 technical JRC handbooks: critical infrastructure & physical protection measures.
o Commission proposal (DG CNECT) for a Regulation on laying down harmonised rules on
Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act).

Improving early detection capacity for the protection of public spaces
o Ongoing technical working group (launched in Dec 2020) aiming to improve the efficacy of
threat detection equipment used in public spaces outside of aviation.
o CBRN trials in public spaces involving law enforcement authorities and networks.
o Regulation on explosive precursors in force (Regulation (EU) 2019/1148).
o Study completed on the feasibility to restrict access to certain dangerous chemicals: follow-up
under discussion with the CBRN Security Advisory Group and MS experts.

Council Conclusions on the
Protection of Public Spaces

LINK
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Public Order TIG overview, first results and
priorities for 2022
Public Order TIG objectives
6.
1.

2.

Forming
and
sustaining a PanEuropean Public
Order Technology
Interest
Group
consisting of LEA
practitioners
at
national
and
regional levels as
well as other Law
Enforcement
Working
Parties
Networks.

The ENLETS
Group dedicated
to Public Order

3.

Identifying, systematising
and describing the state
of play on Public Order
Systems
in
different
LEAs from Europe.

4.

Defining and systematising
gaps and needs of LEA
practitioners and setting the
priorities for the TIG.

5.

Conducting market and
research scan applied to
the Public Order field.

Disseminating
the Public Order
TIG results to the
relevant
target
groups.

Establishing links
and cooperation
with
relevant
networks
and
stakeholders.

Public Order TIG deliverables/results
2021

2022

Deliverable 1
Report on the state of the
play of European LEAs
practitioners on Public
Order including needs
and gaps in the field.
Deliverable 1.1
Report containing the
legal basis of Public Order
Units
operations,
including the use of direct
coercive measures by
Riot Police Units.

Deliverable 1.2
EU Universal Formed Police Unit Model
(Guide) supporting Member States or
countries applying for EU support.
Deliverable 1.3
Repository of good practices in tactics
(Riot Police Units) used by LEA in Europe.
Deliverable 2
Research, innovation and market watch
report.
Deliverable 3
Annual dissemination report.
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Public Order TIG tasks

Building a PanEuropean Group of
practitioners working
in the Public Order
field and
implementing Public
Order TIG

Sharing best practices
and disseminating TIG
outcomes among
interested
stakeholders and
relevant EU agencies.

T.I.G
Public Order

BEST
PRACTICES

Conducting an in-depth and
comprehensive study on
the state of play on Public
Order System in Europe
and examining the
influence of COVID-19.

RESEARCH

Market and
research watch in
the field of public
order.

COCREATION

Identifying the gaps and needs related to
public order equipment, technologies, legal
regulations, trainings, working methods and
processes, standards and/or automation.

Public Order plans for 2022
Finalise the State of
Plan F2F meetings
Other?

Play Report
Report on the legal
basis of the PO/RIOT
Units operations

Enlarge the group and
strengthen the
structure

Organise Industry day(s)
combined with
exercises/training

Collect and prioritise
Gaps & Needs; plan
further actions

Conduct market & research
scan applied to the Public
Order field
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C-UAS TIG overview, first results and priorities for 2022
The C-UAS TIG Group is a continuation of the previous Drone Technology Interest Group. The
experience gathered in the Drone TIG appeared crucial to understand the operational concepts
and potential threats caused by UAS’s. The group is supported by an Advisory Board made up of
representatives of DG HOME of the European Commission (Unit D.2 Counter Terrorism).

C-UAS TIG objectives
Technology for:

Large cooperation in different fields:

•

Detection and identification

•

Safe zone and neutralization

•
•

•

•

To exchange the knowledge and initial
standardize of the drone forensics
To connect LEA representatives for USpace development discussions
To ensure dissemination of European
Research and development projects and
their findings among European LEA’s
(Existing projects and findings)
To provide national and European Policy
Makers and regulators input for making
(new) regulations based upon security by
design

Like the other ENLETS TIGs, the principal objectives of group are to help share best practices,

ideas, and insights across the EU, supporting continuous improvement across Europe. The C-UAS
TIG defined two main objectives:
A. To share knowledge about innovative technology for counter action purposes as
well as forensics: Detection (A1), Tracking and identification (A2), safe zone and
neutralization (A3) and forensics (A4).
B. To share knowledge and to collaborate on less technical topics: standardisation, USpace development (B1), EU funded C-UAS projects (B2) and regulations (C3)
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C-UAS TIG results
o To map the current situation across the European Law
Enforcement,

the

C-UAS’s

Team

implemented

questionnaire to analyzing the gaps and needs of LEAs
regarding to C-UASs technological solutions and law
regulations in March 2021.
o Since December 2020, twelve C-UAS TIG monthly
meetings took place online during which members could to
establish relations and discuss topics related to counter
drones matters as well as to share knowledge about

innovative technology for counter action purposes.
o The C-UAS Industry Day was organised by the Counter-Unmanned Aerial Systems Technology
Interest Group (C-UAS TIG) on 30th June 2021.
o The establisation of six subgroups
o The following presentations took place during the regular C-UAS TIG meetings where projects
and networks presented their activities: Skywall, DroneWise, EU JRC Drone Project, AIRPOL,
ATLAS Forum, Interpol experience of counter actions and drone forensic, The U.K.’s Approach to
Drone Intelligence, Alladdin.
o Participation to test site: INTERPOL tests counter-drone systems at Oslo Airport 28.-30.9.2021

C-UAS TIG Subgroups
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Detection Subgroup, Chairman: Alessandro Carini (Italy)
The detection subgroup cooperates with other ENLETS Subgroups, supports Industry Days and
follows the C-UAS topic to share best practices in the different involved fields environments. The
main objectives of this Subgroup are:
to define the extent of the threat;
to focus on information sharing with operational police forces;
to establish collaboration paths with the private sector;
to improve operational procedures;
to contribute to training processes.

Neutralization Subgroup, Chairman: Veronica Ortiz Leal (Spain)
The neutralization subgroup within the ENLETS C-UAS TIG is committed to obtaining solutions to
counter the big problem posed by the drone threat. It involves technological and police operations
specialists, with the objective of defining the needs, gaps and current effective solutions available to
facilitate police action that may occur in the phase of addressing the threat, once it has been
detected. Neutralization is possibly the main police action to take in many cases. The Neutralization
Subgroup objectives are:
to know the level of knowledge of the assistants - and of the personnel they direct in their CUAS office - about Jamming and Hacking technologies;
to know what studies have been carried out on the electromagnetic effect on other equipment
of the Jamming equipment by each assisting country;
edition of a document that gathers the different neutralization solutions used by each attendee;
to gather the limitations of the solutions currently used by each assisting country;
to determine the neutralization needs of each assistant, from the point of view of Public Safety;
to know the alternatives considered by each attendee and the work carried out in this regard at
present by each attending country;
to know how the training of the operatives has been carried out, on the use of the acquired CUAS equipment;
to determine the training that would be necessary to use a counter-UAS system in each
participating country.
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Regulation Subgroup, Chairman: Dirk Heinrich Bothe (Germany)
The subgroup forms as a forum to find and evaluate regulative ideas, regulative approaches, and
active regulations to determine the scope of necessary support by ENLETS. For this purpose,
systematic and analytic skills are employed to assess the situation and suggest future steps. The
Regulation Subgroup operates in the difficult and contested EU delegated and nationally retained
policy fields of air traffic law and security law. To acquire results a staged approach into security law
is envisioned:

to get an overview of the specific police regulation in countering UAS;
to develop a short survey to find out where to concentrate on;
to aggregate and evaluate the results to suggest further fields of exploration;
to extract possible fields of activity to present to EUCOM.

Forensics Subgroup, Chairman: Christopher Church, INTERPOL
The subgroup forms a forum to share ideas, best practices, and investigational approaches to allow
member countries to create and utilise drone forensics as part of an investigational response to a

drone incident. Bring together law enforcement, industry, and academia to create a collaborative
approach to drone forensics. ENLETS create a collaborative platform and host virtual/physical
meetings to advance drone forensics and engage with partners and projects that focus on this area
to create a unified methodology and best practice in drone forensics.
Drones are proven to be valuable sources of information in most drone incident investigations.
Therefore, the drone forensics subgroup wishes:
to establish an overview of member states use of drone forensics and find experts to
collaborate in this area;
to develop a forensic framework to share best practices and enable member states to use
drone forensics in an investigation;
to aggregate and evaluate forensic solutions supporting drone forensic and related work;
po promote and share knowledge and expertise through appropriate mediums and forums

.
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U-Space Subgroup, Chairman: Adrian Slowikowski (Poland)
The U-Space Subgroup connect LEA for U-Space discussion in EU Commission level (profits and
consequences of developing U-Space, the LEAs expectations on U-Space, actors and their
competence/responsibility, information they would like to get to manage public safety and EU
Member State U-Space tools and airspace management for LEA’s purpose). The main objectives of
the U-Space Subgroup are:
to connect LEAs to u-Space Discussion;

to find out what the U-Space is and how it works and affect to C-UAVs;
to connect with others networks and authorisation to understand how the system works.

EU Projects and Networks Subgroup, Chairman: Jarmo, Edyta, Klaudia and TIG
members
The EU Projects Subgroup connect current and previous EU projects concerning C-UAS topic as
well relevant EU Law Enforcement Working Party (LEWP) networks with help of DG HOME.

ENLETS Secretariat
Polish Platform for Homeland Security (PPHS)
Slowackiego 17/11 Street

enlets.eu
Contact@enlets.eu

60-822 Poznan | Poland
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